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Ruhla Sumatic – Guidance for use 

 

The following notes are guidance from experience of operating a Ruhla Sumatic and are not based 

on Ruhla Instructions. 

Check your clock is complete 

Firstly, ensure your Ruhla Sumatic is complete. These clocks 

were last made in the 1980s and some may have lost parts. 

Check the photo right to see that all the parts are still in your 

clock. Note that some parts might be of a slightly different 

design/shape as there were slight variations in production. 

 

Alarm Mechanism 

Once you have established your Sumatic is complete, check the 

buzzer and alarm mechanism still work. (1) Use a cell battery 

625A or HD625 or one that fits the battery compartment ( AG12 or AG13). Ensure it is fitted as in the 

photo right, negative polarity uppermost. 

(2) Engage the Alarm on button on the top of the clock. With the clock facing you, push the button to 

the right (towards the clock face). This engages the alarm ready for when the hands of the clock 

meet the alarm hand.  

 

(3) To check the alarm operates now turn the crystal watch glass. 

You will see that the Alarm hand moves with the glass. Line the 

alarm hand with the hour hand and the alarm buzzer should 

sound. If there is no buzzer move the alarm hand slightly after the 

hour hand as the alarm mechanism might be slightly out of line. It 

is a high pitched buzz. To turn off the buzzer, move the Alarm 

button on top of the clock in the opposite direction. 

Problems with alarm 

a) Your buzzer mechanism (4) may be defective. 

b) A contact may not be meeting either from the battery to the buzzer or from the Alarm on button 

above the buzzer. 

c) The Alarm hand in the clock mechanism may not be engaging properly or is out of line. 
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Clock Mechanism. 

Often Sumatic clock mechanisms are the Achilles heel as they have ceased to work. Wind the clock 

as you would a mechanical watch. Pull out the winder a notch to set the hands. You should hopefully 

hear your clock tick. Set the alarm hand and ensure the alarm button on top of the clock is pushed 

towards the clock face and wait to see if the clock keeps good time and sets off the alarm at the 

desired time. 

Problems with Clock Mechanism 

The clock mechanism may need a service.  If you are a competent watchmaker, the movement exits 

through the front of the clock. First remove the winder, then the screws to the frontice piece which 

are on the inside corners of the clock in the battery and buzzer area. There are also small retaining 

clips (Be careful with these, they are sprung and very easy to lose).  Remove the metal front panel, 

the metal bezel and bezel spring washer and crystal. Then remove the hour, minute and alarm 

hands. Unscrew the two retaining screws on the clock face panel. The movement should lift out of 

its socket. 

It is recommended that any adjustment to the clock is done by a professional watch or clock 

restorer. 

The mechanism is a Ruhla UMF 24-39 Caliber. 
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